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April 23, 1996 
Marshall University 
page -ad by Deborah Blair 
your passport to the world could be on page 12 
He could go all the way 
Michael Ellison 
Doug Chapman, freshman running back from Cheater, 
Va., stole the shQw In Saturday's Green and White game. 
Chapman rushed for 182 yards and two touchdowns. 
Hensley set 
to start as. 
assistant VP 
by STEPHANIE DEITZ 
reporter 
Dr. Frances S. Hensley, the 
new assistant vice president 







ties" and a 
"strong 
w o r k 
ethic," 
In ac-
ceptifig the position on an 
interim basis, Hensley will 
continue to teach history 
courses, but will leave her 
position as associate dean of 
the College of Liberal Arts. 
.Her interim appointment 
ends June 30, 1997. 
Dr. Sarah Denman, vice 
president for academic af-
fairs, said she "is delighted . 
Dr. Hensley agreed to accept 
the position." 
In her new position, Dr. 
Hensley said, "I will be work-
ing with the vice president 
for academic affairs on things 
such as curriculum program 
see VP, page4 
Gilley· provides forecast 
for MU in 21st century 
by CAREY HARDIN 
reporter 
Marshall President J. Wade 
Gilley looked ahead to the cen-
tury in his end of the year re-
marks during the spring gen-
eral faculty meeting Thursday 
in the Joan C. Edwards Play-
house. 
On the agenda for the next 
five years is the completion of a 
medical school complex being 
built beside Cabell Hunting-
ton Hospital. The $30 million 
structure will contain the 
Health Science Library and a 
health clinic, Gilley said. 
"This is a major move for-
ward for the Medical School," 
. -he said. 
Bids for the new library are 
to be opened in June, with 
ground breaking in · July or 
August· Gilley said he would 
like to see the library com-
pleted within two years. 
The university has matched 
three to one John Deaver 
Drinko's contribution of $1.1 
million for the structure. Suc-
cess in raising the money has 
prompted Drinko to contribute 
an additional $1 million to the 
library fund, he said. 
"This doesn't mean that it's 
over. We're still about $1.5 
. million short of our $7 million 
goal," Gilley said. A second 
phase of the fund raising has 
begun with Drinko and other 
contributors soliciting dona-
tions from additional sources, 
he said. 
Gilley also said Marshall's 
move to the Mid,American Con-
ference will benefit more tlian 
athletics. "We will have an as-
sociation with a group of uni-
versities largely centered in 
.Ohio," he said. "It will bring 
our recognition up and we will 
begin competing with them for 
students." 
The university is working 
see 21ST, page 4 
Bookstore to undergo 
changes this summer 
by STEPHANIE DEITZ 
reporter 
If summer school is in-
cluded in your plans this 
year, then get ready for a 
scenery change at the book-
store. 
Construction is planned 
to begin this summer even 
though there will be stu-
dents on campus. This will 
be the best time to do this 
because there won't be as 
many students or cars, ac-
cording to Ray Welty, di-
rector of auxiliary services. 
Detailed plans have 
come back from the archi-
tects working on this 
project, and there have been 
a few changes. 
Welty said that automatic 
doors will be used instead of 
the "no-door, mall-type" origi-
nally proposed . "So essen-
tially they are going to be 
open all the time," he said. 
To meet fire regulations, the 
doors are equipped with a 
magnet system that will au-
tomatically close the doors 
when a fire alarm is pulled. 
There will also be sprin-
klerson eachsideofthe doors. 
"The architects spent a good 
bit of time with the fiJe mar._ 
shal," he said. 
Another change w~ made 
to the existing textbook de-
partment on the lower level of 
thestudentcenter. "We had to 
put a corridor down there and 
fire doors," Welty said. "Fire 
escapes are going to have their 
own exit." 
The next phase, according 
to Welty, is to go to the design 
development phase. "That's 
where they actually design ev-
ery aspect of this, for example, 
one sheet of schematic draw-
ing will tum into 30 sheets. A 
couple of them will be dedi-
cated strictly to electrical 
drawings. Another one will be 
steelwork, which is actually 
the skeleton of the building. 
, _see WELTY, page 4 
Japanese courses offered in fall 
by YUMIKO ITO 
reporter 
Although·J apanese is not listed as an offering 
in the fall schedule of courses, two classes will 
be taught, according to an instructor·ofmodern 
languages. 
Kanako Kikuchi, Huntington graduate stu-
·dents who has taughtJ apanese language classes 
the past two years, will graduate in May, but 
she said another t eacher will be hirecl in her 
place. 
Marshall's first offering of Japanese was in 
fall 1993. 
"What we are teaching to students here is 
called 'survival language,' which is basic and 
useful conversations such as how to ask for 
direc:tiona,,. Kikuchi said. 
JPN 101 and 203 are offered in fall semesters 
and JPN 102 and 2Q4 in spring semesters, she 
said. r 
Because Japanese language classes are not 
offered during summer sessions, students need 
at least two years to complete the four courses. 
Several students said they have enjoyed their 
experience in studying Japanese. · 
Mark Leivly, Huntington senior said, "I like 
learning Japanese because I like history of 
Asian countries and collecting swords, but the 
bad ~hing is that you have to sometimes wait 
one semester to take a class." 
Chris Adkins, Huntington junior, said stu-
dents do more in class than just sit and listen. 
"We do a skits; it is really fun." 
see PALL. page 4 J ... I 
page ed~ed by Stanford E. Angion 
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Browsing space in a blimp on the lnter_.et 
BERKELEY, Calif. (AP) - OK, you're 
hooked up to the Internet and you've 
checked out those "web cam" sites where 
mini cameras send your computer a 
little static view of the Brooklyn 
Bridge or Phoenix traffic jams. 
How'd you like to fly? Use your 
computer to steer one of those 
cameras around corners, up stairs, 
out windows, through the exhibits 
of a museum thousands of miles . 
away? · 
It's time for "Blimp cam." 
The idea is being tested in a cluttered 
computer science lab at the University of 
California at Berkeley. 
A bright blue balloon hovers over desks and· drifts 
down hallways, carrying a little camera, a microphone and a tiny 
transmitter to broadcast back live video images and sound . . 
handful of AA batteries. 
. Its designers say they hope one day it could be 
used as a "space browser" accessible over the 
Internet. 
"Think of it as a tool for traveling to remote 
spaces and conveying the sensation that 
you're actually there," said Eric 
Paulos. 
The 27-year-old graduate 
student is designing the browser with 
Professor John ·canny in the university's 
computer 'science department. 
The camera balloon's pilot can fly it up 
stairw§lls and into elevators, and even talk 
with people it passes along the way. 
The remotely controlled craft is powered by three tiny propellers and a 
'-
"It's much more interactive than just 
looking at images," Paulos told the Contra Costa 
Times. "If you actually have a camera you can move 
around, that completes the mental image for 
people." 
• • 
Celebrities in the news 
• • 
Bailey accuses Shapiro of vendetta 
NEW YORK (AP) - Lawyer F. Lee Bailey, free after 44 days 
in jail, said Monday that the country's bias againstO.J. Simpson 
kept him in jail longer than he expected. 
Bailey also said Simpson co-counsel Robert Shapiro was out 
to get him with testimony that helped i~prison him for con-
tempt. · 
"It's a vendetta," Bailey told the New York Daily News in a 
telephone interview Sunday from his. Florida home. Shapiro 
"got very careless in some of the things he said in his testimony." 
Bailey called Shapiro's testimony "an absolute fabrication." 
Shapiro has said he told the truth in court and was sorry his 
former friend ended up in prison. 
Columnist hears wedding bells at ·SO 
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - Less than a month after he turned 
80 and won the Pulitzer Prize, longtime San Francisco Chronicle 
columnist Herb Cae.n has tied the knot. 
In a ceremony performed by Mayor Willie Brown, Caen and 
his girlfriend, Ann Moller, were married Saturday night in a 
small wedding at the bride's Pacific Heights home. 
Caen and Brown, who is friends with the couple, hummed 
"Here Comes the Bride" as Moller was escorted by her son to the 
front of her living room fireplace. 
It was the fourth marriage for Caen, who had insisted in 
columns that he was a "three-time loser" and would never marry 
again. _ 
Caen, whose column has appeared in the Chronicle for the 
past 57 years, was awarded a special Pulitzer earlier this month 
for his "continuing contribution as a voice and a conscience ofhis · 
city." 
David Schwimmer 'comfortable' 
playing hopeless roman~ic Ross 
. ~ 
f-... . 
NEW YORK (AP) - "Friends" star David Schwimmer ~ 
who's been paired up with some of Hollywood's most beautiful 
women - says he's no sex symbol. 
"But ifl'm helping to b~sphe sexiness of ~l thos~ guys who 
don't have super vascular-aefined abs· and chiseled Jaws, then 
I'm happy about it," Schwimmer says in Sunday's Daily News. 
Schwimmer, a self-described "geek," says he wasn't exactly a 
member of the in-crowd as a teen-ager. He says· that's why he 
feels comfortable playing the hopelessly romantic Ross on 
"Friends." 
"Ross still echoes wh~t I was in high school," says Schwimmer. 
"I think of Ross as sort of a geek in a man's body." 
Schwimmer staFs with Barbara Hershey and Gwyneth. 
Paltrow in the upcoming film "The Pallbearer." He plays young 
man whose life changes dramatically when he agrees to deliver 





, . ' Sp_aghetti, Fettuccinl';, Baked Ziti, 
. ..... ~. . Ravioli;' Pizza, Salads, Sandwiches .and more. 





page edited by JemHer Hale 
races not relating 
NEW YORK - Nearly 60 percent of black 
Americans feel their conditions are getting 
worse and half believe race reiations will never 
improve, a new poll says. 
t h e p a r. t h a n o n 3 t-u a s d a Y, a p r 11 2 a, 1 9 9 8 
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Bell Atlantic merger to eliminate jobs 
, I • 
NEW YORK (AP). - Bell Atlantic 
and Nynex agreed to the largest merger 
in telecommunjcations, a $23 billion 
deal that creates a colossus connecting 
37 million phone lines from Maine to 
Virginia. Some 3,000 jobs will be 
eliminated, the company said Monday! 
Bell Atlantic is the parent of Bell 
Atlantic-West Virginia. It was not 
immediately clear how many West 
Virginians would lose jobs. 
!"!'his merger is not about layoffs/' 
said ij:arry Mitchell, Bell Atlantic 
spokesman in Charleston, W .Va. "What 
we do· anticipate over time, as the 
merger is completed, there will be some 
reductions in jobs in corporat~, 
administrative! and mana~erial staff. j 
But we don't anticipate any wholesale I 
layoffs." . 
Bell Atlantic has 2,800 employees in , 
West Virginia. About 800 of those jobs ; 
would be •in the areas that could be I 
targeted for layoffs, Mitchell said. 
"But that's not to say they will be," .
1 
Mitchell said. I 
Both compaqies' boards approved the I 
merger over the weekend. It will create , 
the nation's second-biggest phone '\ 
company behind AT&T Corp. and will 
offer vastly simplified service to 
businesses and consumers in the 
Northeast, the nation's most important 
I 
I regional phone market. 
'. ::)ell Atlantic has 2,800 
employees in West 
Virginia. About 800 
could be targeted for 
layoffs. 
- Harry M1tc/Jell 
Be!1 At!ant•c spokesman 
- l 
rylonitors will gauge area's pollution 
~ I ·, . .. ~ . 
7
AS~D(AP)-Sixmonitorsthat what to do," said Leah MacSwords, a \virginia to provide power for one of 
could inject cold facts into the heated Kentucky employee who coordinates ~hem and can't say when that will be 
debate over pollution in the Ashland the Tri-State Geographic Initiative. done. 
area are cl?se to operational. I "Our hope is, ifwe find a problem, that ; She also is waiting for a EPA 
The momtors, plagued by three years we can find a way to address it." employee, due to arrive in two months 
of disputes and delays, will gauge *r MacSwords sa1d a draft report on the _Who will help with the monotoring ' 
pollution near Ashland Inc.'s Catletts- pollution data won't be ready for at ' Once all the pieces are in place, the 
burg refinery , · least two years. ~onitors, in Catlettsburg and nearby 
''We're going to study the problem, Allthemonitorsaren'tconnectedyet; Kenova, W. Va., will measure pollution 






NORMAL, Ill. (AP) -
Mitsubishi Motors sent busloads 
of-employees to Chicago Monday 
. to demonstrate against a federal 
agency that filed a complaint 
alleging widespread sexual 
• harassment at its plant. 
Tornado hits Arkansas 
FORT SMITH, Ark. (AP) - A 
tornado tore through this city's 
downtown, blowing down several 
buildings and homes, and killing 
two children. At least 50 others 
were injured a ·nd 200 left 
homeless, authorities said . 
The twister knocked out power 
and stopped clocks at 11:10 p .m. 
Sunday in this western Arkansas 
city of 73,000. 
DON'T HAVE CASH-PAY FOR YOUR PIZZA ON MARSHALL STUDENT I.D. POINT SYSTEM. CALL 522-6661 FOR DETAILS 
HAVE iT ANY WAY YOU LIKE IT! 
ANY ROUND PIZZA 
ANY NUMBER OF TOPPINGS 
~TOPPINGS 
.99 
If you could get any pizza for $7.99 what would you get? ~-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ --HAYE IT ANY W/3 YOU UKE IT! I • Double order of Wings I • lwo Subs I ,;. . · . • lwo Pepsi or Mt. Dew • lwo_ Pepsi or Mt. Dew I 
I N!!,~PIIZA .'ad~9. - .1
1
.·~~t·· •-:99 __ 1
1 
• 991 · N!J,....-.Of10PPNU .. 
_-. jt:1[10lfl'85 
I !!!!. Oldlrof.,..,lllld I 
111-Offer Expires April 25, 1996 I II Offer Expires Aprir 25, _1996 -1 -110ffer Expires April 25, 1996 . w • ......_ .... aa--......... ...._ w.,.._ .. •c....11111••----- . w • ...-.... ~ ......... ...._ I : _ 0trc11111-,i. .. ...,_m111..- 0trcllllla,lialaMD.CnlJDDll•.wA : . Otrdllacaylialatl)-CD.IJDlll...wA -------------------
BIC3 B~ CE.-...TER 
.5THAV.E. 522-6661 
• 21ST 
from page one 
with West Virginia Graduate 
College to develop a long-range, 
comprehensive plan for gradu-
ate education. Marshall and 
WVGC have a combined 5 000 
graduate students, 50 gr~du-
ate programs and 150 gradu-
ate classes, Gilley said. 
The plan calls for integra-
tion of the two institutions' elec-
tronic systems, including ad-
missions, registration and li-
braries, and a jointly owned· 
facility in Charleston. 
Marshall may receive $1 
million in federal money to sup-
port its part of the new struc-
ture, he said. 
"Together, these additio~s 
will tie the two institutions to-
gether and, hopefully, we can 
function as one," Gilley said. 
In other business, nomina-
tions were made to replace Dr. 
Caroline A. Perkins, associate 
professor of classical studies 
who serves on the Universit; 
System ofW est Virginia Board 
of Trustees' Advisory Council 
of Faculty. Ballots will be sent 
to faculty in the next few days. 
• VP 
from page one 
review, the Honors Program 
and Yeager scholars." 
"I will have some involve-
ment with colleges in the re-
cruitment of faculty," Hensley 
said. 
She will also be doing vari-
ous reports for the university 
requested by external sources 
and the Board of Trustees, she 
said. 'TU still be working with 
the associate dean's council." 
Since she was first employed 
by Marshall in 1972, Hensley 
has been an instructor in social 
s,tudies, a member of the 
university's Department of 
History, an associate professor 
of history, and associate dean 
of the College of Liberal Arts. 
In addition to these duties, she 
taught history and received 
status as a full professor. 
Outside of the university, 
Hensley has served as a con-
sulting historian for th~ West 
Virginia History Film Project 
and for various projects spon-
sored by the West Virginia 
Humanities Foundation. 
As for her new position, 
Hensley said she is really look-
ing forward to it. "I will miss 
working on a one-to-one basis 
with students. That's some-
thing I've thought a lot about." 
• WELTY 
from page one 
There will probably be five or 
six pages of mechanical draw-
ings," Welty said. 
This is where they will break 
down every aspect of the 
project, he said. 
There are some other little 
things that need to be worked 
out, such as matching the locks 
to the new doors to the existing 
key system, Welty said. 
After this stage, Welty said 
they will be accepting bids for 
the construction of the addi-
tion and hope to begin the con-
struction before the end of sum-
t h e P a r t h e n o n 4 t u e s d_~ y, a p r i I 2 3, 1 9 9 8 page edijed by Deborah Blair 
• FALL 
from page one 
"People are _sometimes bi-
ased and scared of it, but it is 
not that bad," said Rick 
Bledsoe, Huntington sopho-
more. "It is exciting to pick up 
some Japanese words and un-
derstand conversations in mov-
ies. 
One of the students knows 
about Japan from personal ex-
perience. Shayna Chapman, 
Gallipolis,Ohio, senior, was an 
exchange student in Japan. She 
said, "I am a business major. 
Japanese is a very important 
language in a business world 
now." 
Dr. William Edwards, execu-
tive director of the Center for 
International Programs, said 
a close relationship between 
West Virginia and Japan has 
been growing over the years. 
He said there is a demand in 
the business world for people 
who can use Japanese. 
So far, there are two major 
Japanese companies, GS ofWV 
Ink Inc., and NGK Spark Plug, 
located in West Virginia. In 
addition, a branch of the West 
Virginia Development Office is 
located in Nagoya in central 
Japan. · 
Edwards said, "The people 
in Japanese companies need 
persons wh9 can use English 
and Japanese language skills 
for international trade. Learn-
ing Japanese will make them 
(students who learned Japa-
nese) different." · 
Of more than 30 students 
who enrolled in 101 two years 
ago, only four have gone on to 
complete all four semesters 
through JPN 204. 
Tawnya Bolt, Huntington, 
junior~ said learning Japanese 
was "challenging, but not diffi-
cult." · 
the Parthenon - a 
culture of its very 
own design. 
MJmiH11a~et16! 
RYAN ARMS APTS MARCO ARMS APTS 
Now leasing for Summer and Fall! 
Close to campus! 
l & 2 BR furnished apartments. Parking! 
523-5615 
GREAT SUMMER JOB! GREAT PAY! 
HOME CITY ICE is currently hiring students 
for production and route delivery. 
Great summer job! Will work with school schedule. 
Apply: HOME CIT·Y ICE 
Or: 







'Resline 50' offers 
students information 
by JEFF HUNT 
reporter 
Students who would like to 
know when and where things 
are tiiking place on campus, 
can get information from the 
"ResLine 50" channel. 
The "ResLine 50" is a closed-
circuit cable television station 
that provides campus informa-
tion for university students, 
Dreaina White, administrative 
assistant for residence services 
said. ' 
"The station was started be-
cause residence services ad-
ministrators thought they 
needed to let the students know 
about upcoming campus 
events," White said. 
Last semester students were 
notified by the station_of the 
closing of Twin Towers cafete-
ria becasue ofrepairs, and also 
were notified of classes being 
offered that were not published 
in the schedule of courses be-
cause of a misprint, White said. 
White. also said students can 
learn from the station, which 
is in its second semester of ex-
istence. White said these sup-
port movies are also called edu-
he "Resline 
50" is a closed-
circuit cable tele-





cational videos, and are shown 
periodically. 
"Some of the videos shown 
include recycling methods, 
speed reading, memorization 
skills, alcohol abuse preven-
tion, and fear of public speak-
ing," White said. "The videos 
are shown to help students with 
problems they may encounter." 
White said the station does 
not only show educational vid-
eos and upcoming even-ts, but 
it also cafeteria menus and 
weather, she · · 
menu 
. Real Italian Antipasto; Italian Sausage with 
Omons & Peppers Marinara Tortellini; Saute Chicken Breast with Fresh 
Thyme, Mu~hrooms ~fredo; Shri~p Fra Diavlo Prepared Tableside; 
. Saute Angel Hau Pasta with Fresh Bas.ii & Tomatoes Chianti; Zucchini with 
Oregano; Saute of Mushrooms with Balsamic Vinigarette & Herbs 
The Me~u Will Also Include One Regular Entree & 
Accompamments From The John Marshall Room Menu. 
FRIDAY 
APRIL 26 
the PARTHENON will 
run any students list of 
books they want to sell 
for only $1. 
Bring your list and 
a buck · 
to Smith Hall 309 
by noon Wednesday~ 
April 21. 
., 
paga edited by Christy Kniceley 
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Concert to showcase MU's bast 
by BRIAR HARMON 
reporter 
The Marshall University 
Symphony Orchestra wlll 
present Its " Concert of 
Soloists" Wednesday, May 
1, at 8 p.m. In Smith Recital 
Hall. 
Dr. Paul Balahaw, profes-
sor of music and director of 
orchestral activities at 
Marshall, the conduct the 
program. The orchestra 
members are musicians 
from the university and the 
c;ommunlty. · 
Balshaw said the purpose 
of the concert is to show-
case outstanding student 
performers by giving them an 
opportunity to perform with 
the accompaniment of a full 
orchestra. 
Four outstanding perform-
ers were selected by competi-
tive audition from 17 students 
In January. Marshall faculty 
judged the preliminary com-
petition, choosing nine 
finalists to be judged by three · 
outside judges, all reglonal 
performers and music 
educators. From these nine, 
four winner~ were selected. 
Balshaw said students who 
won previously are no longer 
eligible to compete. 
The four featured soloists 
for the program are saxophon-
ist Allison Brooks, Ironton 
sophomore; pianist Rhon-
da Mizok, Wheeling fresh-
man; saxophonist Gwenn 
Sim-moris, Waynesboro, 
Virginia, sophomore; and 
Emily Spurlock, Steuben-
ville, Ohio junior. 
" I would hope that we 
get a lot of student support 
since these are students' 
colleagues that have been 
judged by outside judges 
as outstanding perform-
ers." 
The concert is free to the 
public. Further details may 
be obtained by ·contacting 
Balshaw In the Department 
of Music at (304) 696-2399. 
Huntington Junior 
College of Business 
P'4cement is Our Cornerstone . 
Limited Enr9llment • Financial Aid • Day or Evening Classes 
Courses from 9 months to 2 years 
Specialized Career Training 




Accounting • Dental • Medical • Secretarial 
Computers • Business Management -
Court Reporting • Office Administration 
For a catalog, call or write: 
697-7550 




Stt_,imer Quarter: June 24, 1996 





T~ Pt•r:tloo Re,iew IS lid lllllll<d WIiii Ptm,too 1)-,,,Jy,.. ~ {WCillllJIYI Tts111111 Sena . 
. PnrJol'lyKtllS/,nJ 
' The Princeton Review is the 
nation's leader in test preparation. 
Our MCAT course features: 
• Small classes of 8 - 15 students 
groupe(t" by shared strengths and 
weaknesses 
• 0v,~r 00 hours of instruction and 
diagnostic• tt>sl.i11~ 
• Over 1400pa~csofup-to-datc 
MCAT materials 
• Highly trained instructors who 
arc experts at. preparing you for 
thcMCAT 
• An average score improvement 
of 6.5 points (according to a 
recent study by Roper Starch 
Worldwide) 
• Caduceus Science Review. the 
finest MCAT review software 








by DEBRA LUCAS 
reporter 
Their days are numbered. 
In 18 days, hundreds of stu-
dents will become alumni as 
they leave the Huntington 
Civic Arena with diplomas in 
hand. Before graduation be-
comes a reality, however, stu-
dents must attend to a number 
oflast-minute preparations. . 
Michael D. Campbell, book-
store manager, said there is a 
whole line of products that are 
graduation oriented, but the 
only ones necessary for partici-
. pation in the ceremony are the 
cap, gown and tassel. 
Campbell said all the sup-
plies graduating students need 
, · are available on the lower level 
of the bookstore. 
Caps, gowns and tassels do 
not need to be ordered. 
"We'll have them available 
up until the hour before 
graduation," Cambell said. "I 
recommend that students come 
in much sooner to insure that 
they get everything they need 
or want." 
Campbell explained that the 
gowns are sized according to 
height and caps are available 
in four sizes. 
"Someone can easily assist 
• students in getting the correct 
size," he said. 
The price of the bachelor's 
cap, gown and tassel is $13.99, 
Campbell said. He said 
master's and doctoral outfits 
are $15.50 and $23.50, respec-
tively. 
He said that master's and 
doctoral candidates wear a 
hood, which accounts for the 
extra expense. 
Campbell said the hoods are 
available in a variety of colors 
to represent the various disci-
plines. 
Campbell said both generic 
and personalized announce-
ments are still available, al-
though the personalized an-
nouncements can no longer be 
guaranteed . 
"At this point it is getting so 
close, that there is not much 
room for receiving them and 
m a iling them bac k out ," 
Cambell said. "JoEtens has a 
pretty quick turn around, so 
we can still take orders, just 
without a time guarantee." 
Commencement exercises 
are scheduled for May 11 at 11 
·a.m. at the Huntington Civic 
Arena. 
Registrar Roberta Ferguson 
said students may obtain a list 
of instructions for participa-
tion in commencement exer-
cises from the Office of the Reg-
istrar in Old Main Room 106. 
The instructions include a dia-
gram of the civic arena with 
seating for various colleges. 
Ferguson said the number of 
guests is not limited for the 
ceremony. "Students can bring 
as many guests as they like." 
1947 lrd Ave. 
525-8961 
STUDENT LUNCH SPECIAL: 
-1/2 Grinder 
-Cup of Soup $4.95 
-Soft Drink Tip Included!! 
Daily from 2 p.m. until 5 p.m. 
(must present valid MU Identification) 
- -
10100 
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Be patient. It is coming. 
West Virginia University, this state's equivalent of 
daddy's-little-girl, is quickly losing ground. 
And here comes Marshall, the boy her mother 
warned her abo1,1t, growing faster than Joan-C .. 
Edwards can write a check. 
By the turn of the century, if good ol' J. Wade has 
his way about it, Marshall University will be even 
more nationally known than it already is. 
This suits us just fine. 
After all, look at what future Marshall students 
have to look forward to: 
• The new library, which.appears will be rivaled 
only by the Library of Congress·. Of course, we'll be 
able to access that from here. 
• The new medical center. Thirty million bucks 
can't be wrong, right? They'll probably start taping 
"E.R." here. 
• The new soccer pitch. Hey, Coach Gray is a 
friend of Pele's so maybe Huntington will even get a 
pro team. Then RAM Technologies can sue it to 
change its name. · 
• The addition to the bookstore. Preliminary 
designs show the addition is going to be mostly all-
glass, like the Playhouse and the Welcome Center. 
Your textbook money at work. . 
• The additions to the Fine and Performing Arts 
building. They'll be moving the _Mona Lisa here 
before we know it. 
• The new parking garage. Just kidding. 
With all of the· improvements Marshall is making, 
WVU will soon be a name of the past. 
We are looking forward to watching Marshall take 
its rightful place at the top of the mountain. 
One day, we will be proud to say we graduated 
from Marshall. 
TUESDAY _____ _ 
sPariiiBRo;, 
I 
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Keep on dreiminll 
· Two weeks ago, seven-y_ear-old 
Jessica Dubroff died trying to fly 
across the country. 
Her parents may have pushed 
her into it. It may have been her 
father's dream, not her own. If they 
did and if it was really her father's 
wish, then they did their daughter a 
great injustice. 
But, I do not care to get into that. 
What concerns me in addition to that 
is the fact that Jessica's tragic death 
and that of her father and of hedlight 
instructor might keep people from 
trying to and living out Jheir dreams. 
And, that would be a great injustice 
as well. 
Now, in trying to fulfilling your 
dreams, you should be cautious. 
You should plan. 
And, plan well. 
Never forget yourself. When you 
take risks, make sure they are rea-
sonable and will pay big rewards 
since there is no value in risking 
something for nothing. 
Be fully aware of the conse-
quences if you misstep. 
In short, make very sure you are 
as ready as you can be before you 
take the leap into the unknown in an. 
attempt to realize your dream. 
Now if you are as ready as you 
can be, I say take a nice long breath, 
collect your thoughts, and then take 
that big plunge in ·s~arch of your 
dreams. 
I hope you will succeed. I believe 
in you. 
Second, when-you take that big · 
plunge make sure you are doing it 
for a dream that's truly yours. 
Because, trust me, you don't want 
to jump off a cliff for a dream that 
isn't your own. 
If it's not your own dream, chances 
are you will not succeed. And even 
if you do, you won't be happy with it. 
It's not your dream. 
Every dreamer is unique, and only 
your own dreams will make you 
happy. 
Now if it is truly your own dream 
and as I said you are ready, -take a 
nice long breath, collect your 
thoughts, and jump off that cliff into 
the unknown in search of your dream. 
I hope you will succeed, and i -trust 
that you will. 
Jessica Dubroffls death was tragic. 
But, dreamers, don't let anything stop 
youfromdreaming. Youarethelead-
. e~. the inventors, and the visionar-
ies in lite. ' 
. You are the ones who make iife 
interesting, exciting, and worth liv-
ing. 
Sadly, there are risks and some 
who are in your midst are taken from 
you· before their time, and perhaps 
before they were truly ready to at-
tempt their dream. 
But, the fact is that's life. And if you 
are too afraid to live your dreams, 
you may live a long life. But what kind 
of a life would it be? 
I say it would be a life of quiet 
desperation. 
A life of nothing special. But if you 
dream and succeed, you'll live a life 
which is wonderous, extraordinary, 
and inspiring. 
The risks are worth it. 
Please keeping dreaming. 
I will too. · 
VIW 
Reader thinks Shora 
slam was unfair 
am writing in concern to 
Thursday's editorial. I think it was 
grossly unfair of you. to accuse 
Nawar Shora of playing favor-
ites, just because he is a disc 
jockey: I think there is a little bit 
of difference between ~sbestos 
and new equipment or holes in 
the wall. Asbestos can kill you; 
ho.les in the wall and a lack of 
equipment cannot. The situation 
in the WMUL studio is more se-
riQl.ls than the ones in the lan-
·~ga, labs and the Campus 
Christi~·Center. Not ~nly will . 
the asbestos kill someone, the 
damaged ceiling and walls might 
destroy expensive equipment, 
causing more money to be spent 
to replace equipment after the 
studio is repaired. The fact that 
the problem has been brought to 
the attention of the building and 
grounds crews, only to be ig-
nored, indicates that the prob-
lem has needed to be solved for 
quite some time. I just hope that 
the next time you accuse some-
one Qf favoritism just because 
they have interest in some-
thing they ar ing to correct, 
you will consi er of the facts, 
arfd determine if t~e concern is 
merely for the things in which -




Reader afraid of 
having a Mac attack 
To The Editor, 
When recently trying to get a 
papertypedforasociologyclass, 
I was trying my tuck walking from 
computer lab to computer lab 
trying to find a computer that 
was not occupied at the time 
when I noticed something very 
interesting. I noticed that in just 
about every lab, there were a 
significant nu.{l'lber of computers 
temporarily out-of-service. 
Now considering the number 
of students we have on campus 
during the day, I would imagine 
that the university would try to 
keep as many computers work-
ing as possible. As finals near 
and the semester ends, I am 
sure there are many other stu-
dents that need as much time as 
they can get on a computer fin-
ishing up research papers etc. 
If you are a Mac user, your 
chances of going to lab and find-
ing a Mac operational are even 
less. It is my opinion that the 
t h a p a r l'h a n o n 7 · t -11 e s d a y, a p r 11 2 3, 1 9 8 8 
university needs to fix these prob-
lems immediately. 
Monte J. Edwards II 
Story considered 
war.thy of Enquirer 
Is it good journalism to present 
an obviously biased story before 
all the facts are available? The 
Martino story was a National 
Enquirer experience. Privacy is 
truly dead in America. 
Shastry1@marshall.edu 
A day in the life of a 
dorin dweller 
idea should be suggested is ri-
diculous. The only thing that I 
can suggest is that those resi-
dents who act like 5-year-olds 
should maybe come to the real-
ization that they are expected to 
act like adults. And to those that 
I am describing, you are here to 
get an education and -prepare 
for life outside the care of your 
mothers, not to prove to every-
one how very immature you are. 
Simply put, grow up . . 
Greg Hendricks, 
Whitesville senior 
Perhaps a llttla cheese 
with Y• whine? 
To the Editor: 
I would like to take the oppor- Once again I am disappointed 
tunity to share with all your read- by your publication, not surprised 
ers a few of my favorite experi- mindyou,butdisappoint~d. Your 
ences in the residence hall. I attempt at creating news and 
know that I cannot and do not stirring up trouble is nothing new, 
speak for all residents, but these a shortcoming attributed to the 
are my favorites. For the see- fact that you are unable to re-
nario, follow me through the hall search real news and report the 
for my first waking hour of each real story. Youreditorialandstory 
day. in the [Thursday] edition [April 
- I get out of bed and walk into 18] proves this point. 
ahall!Nayfilledwithdryersheets, Only the basics of this story 
candy wrappers, soda cans, and _was true. Yes, there is asbestos 
my favorite, snuff. in the studios, and yes, Presi-
- I walk into the bathroom filled dent Nawar Shora did help in 
with empty toothpaste tubes, getting attention brought to this. 
pizza boxes, soap wrappers and Unfortunately, this was not re-
toilet paper covering the floor. ported as it should have been, 
- I walk to the sink that contains an elected official seeing a prob-
any number of items, including lem and addressing it, some-
some very disgusting things that thing previous administrations 
J will not describe. have never really done. The fact 
- I walk to the shower where I that he works here is irrelevant, 
can find shampoo bottles, aban- a point merely brought up to give 
doned wash cloths, soap wrap- · you something to criticize. I wrote 
pers and other disgusting things. a similar letter earlier this year 
- After getting ready for break- about your thin, pointless criti-
fast, I get on the elevator- one cism, and this editorial only 
of my favorite things of all. proves my point. You will criti-
- On the elevator I can find · cize the SGA no matter what 
portions of last nights . meal they do. It is sad that a campus 
smeared on the walls, numer- run paper is unable to do any-
ous puddles of bodily /luid, small thing but criticize, which reduces 
wads of snuff and the typical youralreadyweakpublicationto 
' flyers, candy wrappers and gen- the status of an underground 
eral trash. rag sheet. 
This is a description of how I · I know the Parthenon is un-
and many others I'm sure, begin able to use a Spellchecker, but 
each day in the residence halls. . maybeyouandyourstaffshould 
I am trying, however, to let oth- invest in a fact checker. Your 
ers more fortunate than myself article stated the danger and 
know what it is like to live in a hazard of the asbestos, but didn't 
building with the largest popula- inform your readers that it would 
tion of immature adults that I take a fire of some 248 degrees 
have ever seen. Fahrenheitbeforeitbecameda.n-
The last time that I checked, gerous. As of now, it's presence 
most people Jhat attend college is only a forseeable problem, 
are at leas~ 17-years-old. I think and as for Nawar Shora, he has 
that anyone older than 12 would been in office a very short time, 
know that trash cans are made and I'm positive will address all 
for trash, toilets are made for problems brought to him. I'm 
toilet paper, sinks are made for surp-rised, however, that you 
water and showers the same. If didn't criticize his choice of a tie 
it was possible to have someone during his inauguration. 
follow each of these childish in- If you are incapable of printing 
dividualsaround24hoursaday, the truth, I question why you 
this may. be_ a solution. entered journalism. Maybe it's 
However, this is no solution, easier to create a problem for a 
and the simple fact that such an story than to actually check facts 
and write a story. 
Anghus Houvouras 
WMULFMOJ 
Palm Beach Gardens, Fla. 
Capitalism not al Ifs 
cracked up to be 
Blaming text book prices on 
capitalism caused a letter writer 
last week to assert that the only 
alternative to capitalism is a to-
talitarian state-the kind of false 
dichotomy I would hope our stu- · 
dents could rise above. 
He didn't seem to realize that 
he attends a school funded 
through socialist policies. You 
· don't pay for most of your educa-
tion, taxpayers do, through our 
state's socialist educational sys-
tem. 
.We don't have capitalism or 
socialism alone, we have a mixed 
system. And as for "freedom," 
which aspect of our economy 
provides more? 
Capitalism produces only 
schools that most people can't 
afford. Thank goodness we have 
state funded schools like 
Marshall. 
Capitalistic journalism, such 
as commercial TV news and lo-
cal newspapers, are filled with 
more entertainment and fluff than 
information. 
On the other hand, listeners to 
WV and National Public Radio 
are treated to in-depth coverage 
of a wide variety in issues. [Try 
tuning in to 88.9 FM from 4:30 to 
6:30 PM each day if you want to 
find out what's really going o_n in 
WV and the world.] 
The commercial media tells 
us who was shot or had a car 
wreck today and then moves on 
to the sports and entertainment. 
Or, in the case of the Herald-
Dispatch, the sports often comes 
first! 
Notice what happens as "Earth 
Day" approaches. The commer-
cial media will cover mainly nice, 
safe topics like recycling and 
litter cleanup. 
You won't learn much about 
the havoc Ashland Oil routinely 
wreaks on its neighbors or the 
various government attempts to 
enforce the law there. Its no co-
incidence that the Herald-Dis-
patch (our capitalist news 
source) accepts lots of money 
from the company, and avoids 
the story. Betterto justtalkabout 
recycling. 
How ironic that students at a 
state funded school would not 
even realize why they caFl afford 
to go to college. 
I prefer state-funded Marshall · 
University and National Public 
Radio to what capitalism pro-
duces. 
Dr. Rick Bady 





On April 8, 9, and 10, Gamma 
Beta Phi held a fundraiser in the 
Student Center Lobby. For a one 
dollar donation, students, staff, 
faculty, and community mem-
bers received a chance to win 
either $20to Oliveris, $20 to Chi-
Chi's, or. $10 to Chili-Willi's. We 
were able to raise $118.70 after 
subtracting the cost of advertis-
ing. This means we will be do-
nating $59.35 to the Huntington 
Area Food Bank· and retaining 
the other $59.35 to fund future 
projects. We would like to thank 
the winners, Bruce Colella, Mike 
Meadows, and Christy Davis, as 
well as everyone who donated. 
Gamma Beta Phi is an honor 
society that requires student to 
be in the top twenty percent of 
their classes to join. Our na-
tional theme is Educating Our 
World, and to this end we per-
form such projects as tutoring 
and reading books onto tape for 
the West Virginia School for the 
Blind. We also perform commu-
nity service projects like raising 
money f9r the Food Bank and 
volunteering at the Red Cross. 
Earlier this month, Gamma 
Beta Phi sent out 800 invitations 
to join. We will be inducting new 
members April 28 at Highlawn 
United Methodist Church. We'd 
like to welcome our new mem-
bers and thank our current mem-
bers for all their hard work this 
year. Keep up the good work! 
Sarah Ginn· 
Hurricane junior 
We will attempt to print 
your letter in its entirety. 
If we cannot, due to space 
or potential libel, three dots 
will be used to tell readers 
something has been left out. 
Try to keep your letters 
to 250 words. II your letter 
is too long to be edited to fit 
the space, it will be returned 
to you to be edited to 250 
words. 
You can send us letters 
by e-mail, la1<, or regular 
mail. Tell us what you think 
- about the paper, the 
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Former U.S. president 
topic of lecture Friday 
by ALYSON WALLS 
reporter 
A guest lecturer will give students and faculty a glimpse 
of the future of American politics as well as a look back at 
the past as he presents two talks about Thomas Jefferson's 
political philosophy. 
Dr: Paul D. Jordan, president and executive director of 
the Thomas Jefferson Memorial Foundation, which owns 
and operates Monticello, Jefferson's estate near 
Charlottesville, Va., will make a presentation entitled 
"Thomas Jefferson and the Pursuit of Happiness: The 
View from Monticello" Friday at 2:30 p.m. in Harris Hall 
134. . 
Dr. Clair Matz, professor of political science and coordi-
nator of international studies, said Jordan is scheduled to 
make a second lecture, "The Case of Mr. Jefferson," at 
University Holiday Inn following a banquet at 7 p.m. The 
banquet will be preceded by a social hour at 6 p.m. 
"I think the lectures will benefit many people, students 
and faculty alike," Matz said. "We can all learn a little 
•. more about ourselves by studying history and politics." 
The presentations are sponsored by Pi Sigma Alpha, 
Marshall's political science honorary, and are part of the 
Paul D. Stewart Lectureship Program. 
Both presentations are .free and open to the public, but 
there will be a charge for the banquet. 
Information about the lectures and reservations for the 
banquet is available from Betty Cook in the Department of 
Political Science, 696-6636. · 






A very useful gift. , . 
available at 
Doing all we can to be your first choice/ 
1949 Fifth Avenue 529-BOOK 




















MU Students receive 1 0% off 
,------------, 
1 University Pharmacy 1 
1 Receive 1 I I 
I $5.00 off I 
I Any new or transferred I 
I prescription excluding I 
I Medicaid. I 
I Not valid with : I any other offer 1 
L __ s.x,Ej~~~tz~t_J 
Melissa Z. Leisure, RPh 
Doctor's Memorial 
Building 
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Sbldents given one last chance 
to unwind before final exams 
by ASHLEY J. BLAND 
reporter 
This could be your last chance 
to laugh before final exams. 
He has held the spotlight on 
Comedy Central's Stand-Up 
Stand-Up and Fox's Nightshift 
and tonight he will be center 
stage at Marco's. With a 
Marshalll.D.,studentscansee 
comedian Joel Zimmer's per-
formance at 9:15. 
As a victim of epilepsy, 
Zimmer realizes how serious 
the disease is, but he can find 
humor in looking back. He has 












'Fo come up with new mate-
rial, Zimmer brainstorms while 
working at his computer ter-
minal. "Anything can be made 
into ajoke if you have the right 
angle to it," he said. "I usually 
try to write four or five times a 
Marshal Unlweralty 
the Parthenon 
week, specifically for new ma-
terial." 
Some ofZimmer's credits and 
awards include winning the 
1993 Starbound Talent Com-
petition, the 1992 University 
of Michigan College Comedy 
Competition and was a finalist 
in the 1993 Certs National 
College Comedy Competition. 
Zimmer has written for and 
performed on 'Live N' Kickin' 
and served as a free-lance 
writer for the Dennis Miller 
Show. More information about 
the show is available from the 
Office of Student Activities, 
696-2284. 
assifieds 
I Misce/la~~H~;tT, , 
SUMMER LEADERSHIP 
Training Six weeks with pay. 
Three credit hours. Call Major 
Forrest at 696-2640 
EARN extra cash this 
summer. Earn weekly 
paychecks from comfort of 
your homw. FREE details. 
Send long SASE to S.P.E.L. 
Dept. 92, ·Box 2054, 
Huntingt~n, WV 25720. 
SUMMER .PARKING 1/2 
blockfrom MU. Call 528-7958. 
CRUISE SHIPS hiring 
Students needed.$$$+ Free 
Travel (Caribbean, Europe, 
Hawaii) Seasonal/ 
Permanent. No Exp. Gde. 
919-929-4398 ext. C1044 
SUMMER SCHOOL parking. 
$100 flat rate for entire 
summer. Alpha Chi sorority 
house. 1601 5th Avenue. Call 
525-7033 or 525-1944 
CAN YOU LOSE 30 lbs by 
summer? YES! Call • today 
303-367-9650. 
INTERNATIONAL 
Bartending Institute has job 
placement assistance 
nationwide. Day and eveing 
classes. 40 hour course. Men 
and women. 3053 Mt Vernon 
Rd., Hurricane, WV Call 304-
757-2784 for more 
information. 
FOXFIRE RESORT hiring for 
summer employment. 
Certified lifeguards, 
gatehouse attendant, clerk/ 
registration , catering help, 
maintenance. Work 
beginning May 6th. Send 
resume to Route 2, Box 655, 
Milton, WV. 25541 
SINGLE MOM (with 2 yr old) 
seeks similarly situated to 
share housing. 733-1686 Kim. 
NOW· RENTING Furnished 
aptsnear campus. 523-1048. 
FURN. APT. for rent. 1 
bedroom at 1611 5th Ave. #6 
across from Corbly Hall. Gas 
heat. $325 + elec. +DD.Call 
697-9601. Avail ASAP. · 
1540 Fourth Ave. 1/~lock 
from MU campus. 1 & 2 BR 
apts. availabte. Parking. 
Furnished. Call 697-0705 
FURN 2 BR apt, A/C, Carpet, 
off street parking, laundry 
facility at 1739 6th Ave. $460/ 
mo. 1 yr lease. Call 522-1843. 
APTS 1 1 /2 blocks from 
campus. 1 BR apts. Off street 
parking. Central heat/air. 
Laundry facility. Quiet. $375/ 
mo + Lease + DD 529-0001 
LEASE new 2 bedroom apt. 
Furnished, A/C., W&D hookup, 
off-street parking. 1928 6th 
Ave. $500/moth + util. based 
on 2 occupants. Call 523-4441 
STUDENT/ROOMMATE/ 
boarder. To share tum. house.> 
next to campus. Your share a 
month $150 + util.+DD 
5231679 
ONE & TWO BR APTS 
Av~ilable close to campus. 
Furnished and unfurnished. 
Call 429-2369 or 522-2369 
after 5 pm. 
4 BR HOUSE, Iv. room, dining 
room, 2 furn. kitchens, W/D 
hool<up, central lieaVair, $850/ 
month + $500 DD. Call 523-
5615. 
NOW RENTING newly 
remodeled f-2-3 BR apts & 3 
BR house. Many units to 
choose from. Some apts have 
all util paid. & furn. Units avail. 
May 1 or before. 1 year lease 
req. Call 697-2890. 
APT FOR RENT 2,3,or 4 
bedroom furnished apt. Off 
street parking. 1 /2 block from 
campus. Available May 15. 
Call 528-7958. 
MU CAMPUS area large 1-2-
3 BR apts. All elec. A/C, 
carpet, from $295/mo. DD. 
Call 529-6264. 
FOUR BR house 2 blocks 
from campus with off-street 
parking. 3-4 people. Available 
6-1. Call after _April 29 697-
4507 a~k for John 
NEAR MU brand new 2 BR all 
util pd. $650/month. Call 733-
3537. 
$1750 weekly possible 
mailing our circulars. No 
experience required. Begin 
now. Call 301-306-1207. 
1989 DODGE Colt, 5 speed, 
AC, 88,000 miles, exc. cond., 
make offer. Call 696-3008 
1994CHEVYCAMARO, red, 
5 speed, lots of extras. Take 
overpayments. Call 614-256-
6905 Lori or John. 
1/2 CARAT diamond eng. 
ring. Valued at over $1000. 
Asking $550 but will neg. For 
info call 522-8165 M-Th or 
364-8181 Fri thru Sun. 
HOT TUB 1 yr. old. Barely 
used. Seats 6. $2500. Call 
614-377-2823 after 4:30. 
COMPUTER 95 Dell 
precision 486DX266 with 3 1 / 
2 - 5 1/4 floppy drive. CD 
ROM, 360 MB HD. 4 meg 
RAM, upgradeable. Extra 
slots. Canon printer. NEC 
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One man's battle to prevent the spread of AIDS 
by ERIKA JARRELL 
reporter 
Jim Burchwell, a Hunting-
ton resident of 12 years, woke 
up one cold wintry morning 
believing the day would be like 
any other day, but his life was 
about to change forever. 
The phone rang. An acquain-
tance was calling from Florida 
to let Jim know a good friend 
was dying of AIDS. The possi-
bility existed that Jim might 
be infected. 
March 14, 1988,Jim was pre-
paring his daily lessons for kin-
dergarten classes. Then, his 
doctor called with news. Jim 
was HIV positive. 
Jim, like many others, did 
not know much about HIV, so 
he said he presumed he had 
full-blownAIDS [Acquiredim-
mune Deficiency Syndrome) 
and was going to die. 
"I am a recovering alcoholic," 
he said. "I have been for a long 
time. I have not had a single al-
coholic drink since 1980, but 
this disease would be a harder 
battle to fight. When I first 
discovered I had HIV, I did not 
know anything about the virus. 
I was scared. I told my mama 
and my AA [Alcoholics Anon-
ymous) sponsor and that w.as 
it. I was afraid oftlflinegative 
stereotypes that might follow 
me, the hatred some would 
impose, and I was afraid of the 
virus. I knew then I had to 
learn everything about HIV/ 
AIDS, what-it was, treatment, 
and how to deal with the every 
day stresses." 
According to information 
from the Ohio Department of 
Health, HIV is the virus that 
causes AIDS. The virus will 
wear down the immune sys-
tem to a point where the body 
can no longer fight off diseases. 
The virus can live in the body 
for more than seven years with 
no apparent signs of infection, 
but anyone infected with HIV 
can spread the disease to oth-
ers. 
According to the West Vir-
ginia Department of Health 
and Human Services, as ofNov. 
30, 1995, 596 AIDS cases had 
been documented in West Vir-
ginia. Of those, 104 were re-
ported since January 1995. In 
so,wher~ 
· . are OU 
working this 
su1n1ner? 
Summer is almost here, which means it's time for you to get 
serious about finding a job. Fortunately, Cedar Point still has a 
wide variety of exciting jobs open for this summer, as well as 
low-cost housing. To learn more about what we have to offer, 
ca ll 1-800-668-JOBS today. Because the sooner you call, the 
better your chances of getting a job you really want. 
Dbli+i·UH['l'~• • 
Sandusky, Ohio 
EOE. For more employment information, visit our Web site: http://www.cedarpoint .com 
500 X-treme Fun-
College Incentive 
ir-.-~------ Plus, 2 Year Pr~~Ride _!oyot~ Auto Care' __ ___ ·_· ----- , 
Available to all College Students! 
If you're a college student with the ambition tp pursue X-treme fun, you can receive a $500 Certificate good 
toward the purchase or lease of any new 1996 or 1997 Toyota.3 
Plus 2-Year Free-Ride Toyota Auto Care' which includes 24 hour Roadside Assistance, Oil Changes & 
Inspections. Eligible college graduates also get aGded incentives including No Money Down financing or a Lease 
with No Security Deposit required. 2 -
But don't wait...this limited offer ends September 30, 19961 
Call our toll-free number or visit our web site today to obtain your free $500 X·treme Fun College 
Incentive Certificate. 
Choo•e from a wide selection of any new 1996 or 1997 Toyota models including ••• 
COROLLA CAMRY -rl!!!Ac:e!:L 
Dean's List for youthful 
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West Virginia, 88 percent of 
AIDS cases are male and 12 
percent are female; 66 percent 
are among 20 to 39 year olds. 
Since 1984, 371 persons have 
died from AIDS in West Vir-
ginia. 
"Once I learned I had HIV, I 
immediately began searching 
for all treatments," Burchwell 
said. "At that time not much 
was available. I sought the 
medical advice of Dr. Micheal 
Para, who is an investigator 
for the clinical trials unit on 
HIV/AIDS at Ohio State Uni-
versity. Since 1988, I routinely 
travel to Columbus, Ohio, once 
a month for treatment. I have 
been taking AZT from the be-
ginning, and I believe it has 
helped prolong my life." 
There are many different 
ways to treat HIV/AIDS, yet 
there is still no known cure. 
Some believe in the traditional 
method of AZT, while others 
treat the illness with vitamins 
and herbal remedies. Others 
will use a combination of drugs 
and herbs to help prolong life. 
Dr. Thomas Rushton, a spe-
cialist in infectious diseases at 
Marshall , often speak s at 
public events. 
"I always advise everyone of 
a good rule to follow, the ABC's. 
A is for abstinence. B is for be 
monogamous, and C is for use 
a condom. Through education 
can we only hope to stop the 
spread of AIDS." 
. President of Marshall's 
Lambda Society Barry Mac-
ciocca agrees. "Anyone inter-
ested in learning more about 
HIV/AIDS can speak with a 
counselor, visit our office, or 
obtain pamphlets, all located 
in Prichard Hall," Macciocca 
said. 
"The Lambda society is open 
to everyone, gays, lesbians or 
straights. The purpose of the 
organization is to provide sup-
port, education, advocacy and 
social environments." 
For those interested in par-
ticipating in a community ac-
tion support group, a new or-
ganization is forming in Hun-
tington. The Community Ac-
tion Support Group for HIV/ 
AIDS will meet April 25 at 7 
p.m. at the First Congrega-
tional Church United Church 
of Christ at 701 5th Ave. 
Organizers say the goals of 
the new group include as-
sessing community needs, 
compiling a list of volunteers, 
and working to change atti-
tudes in the community. 
"My mama always wanted 
me to be a minister," Burchwell 
said. "I now tell her , I'm doing 
God's work. 
[I am a preacher for one of 
the most important battles I 
will ever fight, to help prevent 
the spread of AIDS and help 
those already afflicted," he said. 
ROTC cadets learn 
water techniques 
by LORIE JACKSON 
reporter 
Imagine being blindfolded 
and made to walk off the edge 
of a swimming pool's highdive 
board while you are wearing 
20 pounds of clothing and 
equipment. 
That is just one survival tac-
tic required of ROTC cadets 
during their water survival 
event each semester at the 
Henderson Center's pool. 
Cadet Tom D. Perry, Hun-
tington senior, said during 
water survival each cadet is 
blindfolded then steps off the 
highdive with equipment and 
a mock M-16 rifle. They then 
have to swim to the side of the 
pool while holding their weapon 
above water. 
"This is one of the best days 
during the semester," Perry 
said. "It gives us a break in our 
weekly schedule from our nor-
mal 6 a.m. physical training 
we do on Monday, Wednesday 
and Friday." 
· Perry said the Army likes to 
know that everyone can swim. 
For those cadets who are not 
strong swimmers, water sur-
vival helps a lot, he said. 
Cadet Jason B. Happe, South 
Charleston senior, said, "Many 
people are afraid to swim, and 
water survival helps break 
their fear. It teaches them to 
hit the water, shed their gear 
and swim to safety." 
Happe said it also teaches 
them how to swim with equip-
ment. "The equipment is very 
heavy, and if a cadet would 
happen to lose any gear during 
battle, he would be worthless," 
He said cadets also learn how 
to retrieve equipment that may 
loosen and float away while in 
the water. 
Cadet Chris T. LeMaster, 
Spencer senior, said he has 
worked diving board duty be-
fore and he has seen how 
frightened cadets get during 
water survival. · 
"All the cadets have to state 
whether they are strong, weak 
or non-swimmers before step-
ping off the board," LeMaster 
said. "We take extra precau-
tions for those who are weak or 
non-swimmers. If the cadets 
get too upset, we talk to them 
and try to calm them down," 
LeMaster said. 
Those who label themselves 
as weak or non-swimmers get 
a chance to jump into the pool 
blindfolded, but without equip-
ment. This helps ease their fear 
to make them more comfort-
able for the proper procedure, 
LeMaster said. 
He also said that he has no-
ticed that it is not the weight of 
the equipment that frightens 
cadets as much as having to 
swim with it. 
"Because the equipment 
weighs less in the water, the 
cadets' main concern tends to 
be how they will swim with one 
arm [the other arm is extended 
above water holding the 
weapon' with the chance of 
equip~htgettingin the way," 
LeMaster said. 
1 
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Two coaches looking fqr jobs 
Two NBA teams fired their head coaches 
yesterday. Butch Beard was dissmissed by the 
New Jersey Nets and Brendan Malone was let 
go by the Toronto Raptors. The Raptors have 
already named Darrell Walker, an assistant 
under Malone, as the new head coach. 
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~omen's banquet set for Wednes:day 
· f by MEGAN DANIELS the University of Virginia. given out to the atliletes for 
reporter "I am very excited about the their accomplishments both on 
. banquet," Barbara Bur~e, as- : and off the playing.field. The 
: The Women's Athletic Ban- sociate athletic director, said. · Dot Hicks award will also be 
~
uetisWednesdayat6:30p.m. "Debbie Ryan is an excellent : giverioutforthemostoutstand-
n the Big Green Room at coach and speaker." i,ng athlete. ·; 
ames F . Edwards Stadium. Ryan's teams have won 469 "The banquet is g6ing to be 
, Tickets are still on sale and games since she started coach- really nice," Burke sa1d. "I hope 
!
. an be purchased in the -ath- ing at Virginia in 1977. the women enjoy it." 
etic office for $12.50. Her Caviliers have won five · More information ;~bout the 
The keynote speaker for the consecutive Atlantic Coast banquet is available by con-
dinner , is Debbie Ryan, Conference championships. tacting Barbara Bu~ke at 696-
, omen's basketball coach for Burke said awards will be 5225. · 
_UCLA coach orders 
pitcher to hit batter 
·.,.....,, 
LOS ANGELES (AP) ·_ 
{lCLAcoach Gary Adams says 
h.le ordered one of his pitchers 
tq hit an Arizona State batter 
during the Bruins' 16-9 vic-
tory over the Sun Devils on 
Sunday to protest the NCAA's 
leniency on such incidents. -
Adams 'challenged the 
NCAA .to give him a stiffer 
penalty than is normally 
handed out to coaches of play-
ers involved in beanings. 
Adams · said he ordered 
pitcher Pet e Zamora to hit 
Arizona State's Mikel Moreno 
with the~t pitch ofSunday's 
game.Zam - issedlowwith 
. his first att pt, but hit 
' Moreno in the upper leg with 
the next ;pitch. 
Zamora and Adams were 
immediately ejected, and there 
were no other incidents in the 
game. 
"I ordered it; I told Pete to 
hit him in the ribs or in the 
back, but I told him specifi-
cally not to go headhunting," 
Adams told the Los Angeles 
Times. "I have not in my 26 
years as a coach ordered a 
pitcher to throw at a batter 
before this. But we had to send 
a message to Arizona State 
-that they could not throw at 
our play~rs." 
Arizon_a State pitcher Ryan 
Bradley hit UCLA infielder 
Troy Glaus for the second time 
this season in a .game Satur-
day. Bradleywas ejected from 
a March 30, game at Tempe, 
. Ariz., anti suspended four 
games after he hit Glaus in 
the head with a pitch. 
Saturday, Bradley hit Glaus 
Hurryl 
Limited Units Remain 
FALL RENTALS!! 
l BR furn. opts with off 
street parking. l /2 block 
from MU. Lease + DC. Also, 
limited rental parkirn. 
ReseNe for Fall N< V 
M&M PROPER'. 
304-757-8540 
in the back on an 0-2 pitch 'in 
the ninth inning of Arizona 
State's 8-4 victory against 
UCLA, but was not ejected be- ' 
cause umpires ruled the act 
was not intentional. 
"We just didn't feel satisfied 
with the penalties," Adams 
said. "I think the penalties 
should be stiffer. Troy could 
have been killed at ASU. If 
that had hit him in the face, his 
career would have.been over." 
Adams met with his t eam 
before the game, ordering the 
Bruins not to retaliate on their 
own. He said he then took 
Zamora aside and told him to 
hit the first batter. 
Dave Hirsch, a Pacific-IO 
Conference spokesman, said 
the league would wait to re-
view the umpires' report be-
fore ruling on the matter. Un-
der NCAA rules, Adams must 
serve a one-game suspension 
while Zamora must sit out four 
games. 
''The coach should at least be 
suspended as long as the 
player," Adams said. "I'm will-
ing to be the sacrificial lamb in 
this. The NCAA should sus-
pend me for four. games. I in-
vite them. I encourage them. I 
dare them to do it. 
''The throwing at batters will 
never cease until you punish 
the coach. That's how you stop 
it. The situation is getting 
worse, at least it is in our 
league." 
Windsor 'Place !Apartments 
.r ~-
140S <Tliird !Avenue 
2 blocks from campus. Contemporary new 2 bedroom 
ultimate apts. with furnished- kitchen (dishwasher). Laundry 
room, security gates, sun deck, off-street. parkhtg. Summer & 
Fall semester leases available. DD. $500/mo. 
736-2623 
Marshall University Women's Center 




Images of Women in 
Hollywood Film 
enroll in CONVERSATIONAL GRAMMAR. This 3 hour 
self-improvement course can be taken at the 
Community and Technical College (CTC) 
credit/non-credit during the fall 1996 semester. COM096 
will meet Tuesdays and Thursdays at 12:30 p.m. 
ENROLL NOW for a better tomorrow. 
For additional information contact 
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NFL draft passes up 
MU's Chris Parker 
The National Football League may have overlooked. Marshall 
running back Chris Parker, but the NFL did draft a few players 
who played against the Herd this past season. 
Thundering Herd opponents drafted by the NFL include 
University ofTennesseerChattanooga's Mario Grier and Terrell 
Owens, Appalachian State's Matt Stevens, East Tennessee 
State's Donnie Abraham, McNeese State's Kavika Pittman and 
Jackson State's Eric Austin. 
746 Fourth Ave. 
•Across from Courthouse• 
ALL DAY 
525 • bwww(2999) 
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White whittles long list 
New Herd basketball coach Greg White is 
turning his attention to finding assistant coaches. 
White interviewed candidates this past weekend 
fro!T) a list of more than 300 coaches. · 
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Scrimmage draws 
2,000 football fans 
by DAN LONDEREE 
reporter 
The Green team prevailed 
17-3 over the White in 
Saturday's spring game, but 
the score was secondary to 
what Coach Bob Pruett con-
sidered the most important 
outcome: work and confidence. 
there are more receivers, and that af-
fects the defensive backs. I think this 
style goes better with our type of talent." 
The stands at Marshall Sta-
dium were occupied with fans 
for the first time since the 
NCAA I-AA Championship as 
an estimated 2,000 people 
showed up for the annual 
scrimmage. The Green was 
led by the 182-yard perfor-
mance of freshman Doug 
Chapman,· a running back from 
Chester, Va. Chapman also 
scored two touchdowns. 
- Melvin Cunningham 
senior defensive back 
"Chapman needed the work 
and needed the · confidence." 
Head Coach Bob Pruett said. 
"All three of our backs have 
done well this spring." 
Marshall w~s without the 
services of quartetback Larry 
Harris, who continues to re-
cover from the knee injury that 
sidelined him for most of last 
season. Also absent from the 
field were linebackers Larry 
McCloud and Brian Stump, 
and running bacl~ Orlandis 
Gary. McCloud and Stump 
were out with injuries, and 
Gary was out of town to be 
_with his newborn daughter. 
-After the game, quarterback 
and Huntington native Mark 
Zban said the past three weeks 
had been a learning · experi-
ence. "It was a little awkward 
at first, but I think we did good 
for learning a new offense in 
three weeks," he said. "He 
(Pruett} didn't put a whole lot 
of pressure on us." 
Zban completed 11 of 18 
passes for 86 yards and threw 
one interception . Cliad 
Pennington, who started most 
of last season for the Herd, 
passed for 14 i yards while com-
pleting nine of14. The starting 
quarterback for next season 
has yet to be determined. 
Pruett said the passing ga_me 
was as strong as he had ex-
pected. "Bothofthem [the quar-
terbacks] did a lot of good 
things," he said. "They showed 
good leadership and completed 
some good balls." 
The pass defense had to make 
some adjustments, said senior 
defensive back Melvin 
Cunningham. "It's a lot differ-
ent this year because there are 
more receivers, and that af-
fects the defensive backs," he 
said. "I think this style goes 
better with our type of talent." 
Freshman linebacker Andre 
O'Neal led the defensive effort 
for the Green with 11 tackles. 
Norman Branch, sophomore 
defensive back, led the White 
with 10. 
Sophomore punter Chris 
Hanson kicked for both teams. 
· Nolle Awarcnc11 Day 
· Free Hcarint lcrccnintl 
Manhall Univcnily Speech and Hcarint CUnic 
waili•t room -Iii 141 
✓H~alth Club Lon,t1.\ll-t\'\'\C\i 
✓Dishwashers · · ~ 
✓Security 1665 6th Avenue 
Design Call 
✓Furnished & 529-3902 
Unfurnished 
✓1 Bedroom Mon. - Fri. 
10:30 am - 5 
He punted seven times for 296 
. yards and an average of 42.3 
yards per punt. His longest kick 
was 53 yards. 
"Our punter showed good leg. 
strength today," Pruett said. 
"But we still need to work on 
punt protection, as well as field 
goal and PAT [point after touch-
down] protection." 
Pruett is a Marshall alum-
nus who played both offense 
and defense for the Herd 30 
years ago. When asked how he 
felt to be back at Marshall, 
Pruett said he was right at 
home. "It's great to be back," he 
said. ''This is a great place to 
work and a great place to live." 
- Now the team enters the 
most developmental stage, 
Pruett said. "This has been an 
extension of the fall season," 
he said. "What happens be-
tween now and the start of the 
season is most important." 
Ir! The Fm Group Lt:J APARTMENTS 
~en/Jw;, Nui SSIIUHIB'l? 
·o11atl6'1""calJeJl.o 
cl.«:hoid 
. St. IIHikuu, Plaa? 
5.2..2.-0477 
4 years experience 
• VIDEO WEDDING & 
RECEPTION 
Receive 3 tapes · 
(Master for bride/ groom, 
and 2 tapes for parents) 
*Others extra 
CAPTURE THE MOMENT 
. Jeff 606-324-5151 
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Is meat-free the way to be? 
People who choose to eat no meat do so for different 
reasons. Perhaps they're animal-friendly or maybe· just 
trying to avoid Mad Cow Disease. A group of vegetarians on 
campus are trying to start a Vegetarian Society to create 
·awareness and educate the public on what it means to 
practice the vegetarian lifestyle. thursday In LHe! 
"C~lebrati0tt of Cu1tures" 
~ Members of the Marshall community experience 
different cultures·at the 20th·International Festival~ 
Students, faculty and mem-
bers of the· community had a 
chance to travel around the · 
world without leaving 
Marshall's campus Sunday. 
· ~ Passports were issued to visit., 
·'fJ1fdia, Syria,: Brazil, Japan, 
Thaitlmd and Israel in the Don 
Morris Room at the Memorial 
Student Center. 
·The room was transformed 
into a melting pot of cultures 
for the 20th international fes-
tival, entitled "Celebration of 
Cultures," sponsored by the 
Center for International Pro-
grams. 
Einab Eli1sm, a student from 
Huntington High School, said, 
"It's always a good experience 
to see so many come from 
around the area to appreciate 
the music, dance and culture." 
Elitsur rep.resented Israel 
with a di~f native cur-
rency, clot · ictures and a 
video featuring rtain Jewish 
practices. 
Ghana, Spain, Iran, United 
Arab Emirates, Lebanon, So-
malia, Ethiopia, Greece and our 
very own Appalachia were also 
represented. Visitors tasted a 
variety of food with exotic 
names such as "Katayif," "Bak-
lava," "Brinjwa Shweed Bavla" 
and "N am,.q:•,'! and were en-
tertained b1:rdifferent cultural 
dances, incl'iAmg a Spanish 
dance enti~i.~)6arcos Cib," 
an Indian · · ical dance, a 
. square dan ' ·ct.a traditional 
' Greek dan '· .. /;'· · · 
~:f{ ~-
A pi·ano recital of the 
"Maiden's Prayer" and an Ara-
bic Song were also part of the 
entertainment. · 
Marina Busatto, a graduate 
student from Brazil, said, "This 
is the first time I've partici-
pated in something like this. I 
am.glad that Marshall is hav-
ing this festival because I'm 
getting to know people from 
my country living here in Hun-
tington who I didn't know. They 
come to me and say, 'Hey, I'm 
Brazillian' and we speak in 
Portugese. It's very exciting." 
President J . Wade Gilley 
said, "The festival gives us an 
opportunity to come together 
so we can get a real sense of 
who's here and what we're do-
ing and to share experiences. 
It's a wonderful occasion and 
this is the fifth time I've at-
tended the international festi-
val. 
"When I first came to 
Marshall, we made the deci-
sion to dramatically fan the 
international dimension ofthe 
university. We wanted' to at-
tract students from around the 
world to come to Marshall to 
have an influence on the edu-
cation of our students here. I 
think we have made a great 
progre&s-in ihe last four years." · 
Dr. William A. Edwards, ex-
ecutive director for the center 
of international programs, said, 
the festival provided an oppor-
tunity for students to see people 
on a cultural level. 
"When we're on campus, 
many times we blend in. And 
although some people may look 
different or talk different, un-
til they assume their home cos-
tumes and display some of the 
exhibits that tell about their 
country, we really don't under-
stand the different cultures. 
"The best way of course is to 
go to the country and experi-
ence it, but ifwe can't, one way 
to do it is to bring the countries 
here. So, that's what the com-
munity and students have done 
here today," he said. Edwa.rdP 
said this year's festival had 
more participants than previ-
ous years and a large number 
of participants were from Ohio 
and Charleston. 
In addition to tasting a vari0 
ety of foreign food, Fani 
Lougula, Huntington fresh-
man, said she made an "inter-
esting discovery. "She found out 
that some of her classmates 
she thought were Americans 
were actually international 
students. 
"I ;met people I had class with 
and didn't know they were from 
another country until today," 
she said. 
Mayor Jean Dean, a native 
of Engiand, attended the fair 
and proela~ed the day as In: 
ternational Day. She said she 
was delighted to see the growth 
in the international program. 
Dimitra Barovxis, an alumna 
who participated in the Greek 
·. dance, said, "We've partici-
pated in this festival -for years 
now. I think it's nice to be ex-
._ posed to the different cultures 
and to share our culture with 
- everyone here in Huntington. 
· • It helps the whol.e .comipunity 
- be aware of the different cul-
. tures and the good things each 
culture brings to Huntington." 
Scott C. Hoppe, interim 'di-
rector for the center of interna-
tional programs, said, 
"This festival promotes un-
derstanding between cultures. 
Any time we have a better un-
derstanding and promote the 
ways which we are alike in-
stead of the ways in which we 
are different, it breaks down a 
lot of barriers we find in races 
and cultures." 
jin sanda 
Gayatrl Chanc;tran and Dlvya Abraham dance their way to first 
place in the best performance category. The Huntington East 
High School .audenta perform.cl clautcal Indian dances. 
Asli Berhie, instructor for the 
English as a Second Language 
program, said she has partici- · 
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jin sands 
Kanako Kikuichi, Japanese graduate student, displays h·er 
technique for caligraphy to festival participants. 
"I think it's great because 
it's one way that we can all 
share our heritage and our cul-
ture and get to know one an-
other better," she said. 
Berhie represented Somalia 
in an exhibit at the festival. 
Prizes for best exhibit, food 
presen~tion and performance 
were given at the end of the 
,day . 
The best exhibit award was 
given to Thailand, the United 
Arab Emirates won the best 
food presentation award and 
the prize for the best perfor-· 
mance was given to the Indian 
classical dancers. 
Gayatri Chandran 8J!d Divya 
Abraham were the winners of 
this prize. 
"We feel good. We'-ve worked 
hard and learned how to dance 
for a long time. It's nice to get 
recognized," Chandran said. 
Chandran and Abraham are 
students at Huntington East 
High School They said they 
love to dance. .., 
"The festival was a tremen-
dous ,.success -and it really il-
lustrated that Marshall and 
H~tington have a diverse 
community," ·Eric K. Spears, 
stl,J.dentcoordinatoratthecen-
ter internation11l programs 
said. . 
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